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This paperreexamines the small sample propertiesofHansen’s (1982)
Generalized Method ofMoments (GMM) and estimation-free tests proposedby Hansen
and Jagannathan (1989) on simulated datafrom a consumption based asset pricingmodel.
In the environment consideredhere,both GMM and estimation-free tests have far poorer
properties thanpreviously imagined. In particular, theseresults qualify the
recommendation by Kocherlakota (1990) who suggests estimation-free methods of
judging asset pricing models may avoid thedifficulties associated with GMM.
Much researchin asset pricinghas centered on the representative agentframework
developed by Lucas (1978). Use oftheLucas frameworkpermits the study ofthe
relationship between movements in output and equilibrium asset prices in a one-good,
pure exchange economy. There havebeen two main approaches to the use of
representative agent models in the study ofasset prices. The first approach is known as
calibration and was popularized by Mehra and Prescott (1985). The second approach,
exemplified by Hansen and Singleton (1982), is to estimate the model directly from the
data and conduct formaleconometric tests ofoveridentifying restrictions.
Calibration exercises aim to generate simulateddatathat have properties exhibited
by datafrom the real world. Mehra and Prescott (1985), forinstance, calibrated the
model in an unsuccessful attempt to produce the high equity premium. Morerecently,
Kandel and Stambaugh (1990) describea model economy in which the distribution of
1consumption growth is lognormal. The outcome ofa Markov chain processdetermines
the mean and variance ofthe distribution. The state ofnature and consumption determine
asset prices in this economy. Kandel and Stambaugh (1990) find the model generates
simulateddata which is consistent in important ways with datafrom the realeconomy.
The second approach is typified by Hansen and Singleton’s (1982 and 1984) work
describing the GMM forthe estimation and testing ofmodels using orthogonality
conditions impliedby stochastic Euler equations. They apply the GMM to the
representative agent model using various monthly measures ofconsumption growthand
asset returns data from the U.S. from 1959:2 to 1978:12. The datastrongly reject the
overidentifying restrictions on the model. As a limited information estimator, the GMM
does not requireajoint hypothesis about the nature ofthe underlyingeconomy and the
stochastic environment, and therefore is themost problematic ofthe rejectionsfor theuse
ofthe representative agent framework.
TheGMM rejections from formal tests ofthe model using real datawould seemto
makethe datacoming from simulatedrepresentative agenteconomies much less relevant.
However, the sizeofthe formal tests derivedfrom estimators suchas the GMM estimator
orthe estimation-free approach are based on asymptoticresults and maybe strongly
prone to overrejection in small samples from these environments. Tauchen (1986) and
Kocherlakota (1990)previous scrutinizedthe small sample propertiesofthe GMM in the
Mehra and Prescott (1985) asset pricing framework. Investigatingthe propertiesoftwo-
stage GMM, Tauchen found that useofshorter lags in theinstrument set produced nearly
2asymptotically optimal parameterestimates and that the test ofoveridentifying
restrictions performed well in small samples. Evidence that the small sample
performanceofthe multi-stage estimators were superior to those ofthe two-stage
estimators promptedKocherlakota (1990) to investigatemulti-stage GMM. Using
different sets ofparameter values, Kocherlakota(1990, p. 285) found that “assuming that
the large sample properties of ... GMM estimators aretrue in small samples can leadone
to ‘overreject’ the model.”
GMM is only one member ofthe class ofprocedures that verify the restrictions
impliedby the stochastic Eulerequations ofthe model. Another method is the
estimation-free approach suggested by Hansen and Jagannathan (1989) in which the
econometricianpicks plausible values ofthe parameters a priori to see ifthey producea
“reasonable” fit.1 Cochraneand Hansen (1992) used theestimation-free method (what
they call “pricing error tests”) as a pointofcomparison with the volatility tests ofthe
equity premium puzzle. Comparing the propertiesofthe estimation-free methods to
GMM, Kocherlakota (1990)concluded (p. 287)“This paper...urges the use ofHansen and
1 The Hansen and Jagannathan (1989) estimation-free methods studied here and in
Kocherlakota(1990) should not to be confused with the variancebounds methodology
expositedin Hansen and Jagannathan (1991). The finite sampling properties ofthe
variance bounds methodshave beeninvestigatedby Gregory and Smith (1992) and
Burnside (1994).
3Jagannathan’s (1989) procedure, which tests the implication ofeach parameter
specification separately.”
There aretwo potential objectives forthis paper. The first is to study the small
sample properties ofGMM and the estimation-free methods as econometric tests in a
specific environment. The second is to study properties ofthe representative agent
model, specifically whether the simulateddata produce rejections in formal tests ofthe
restrictions impliedby the model. This paperfocuses on the first objective.
This paperextendsthe previous studies ofthe GMM by Tauchen (1986) and
Kocherlakota (1990)by examiningin depth the small sample properties ofboth GMM
and estimation-free tests in a more plausible asset pricing environment. The
representative agent framework ofKandel and Stambaugh (1990) differs from those
frameworks studied previously in that consumption growth has a continuous (ratherthan
discrete) distribution and the calibrated model uses a much higher coefficient ofrelative
risk aversion thanprevious works. The new, moreplausible environmentconfirms some
conclusions in the literature, but also makes itclear that they are incomplete and
misleading in important ways. First, continuous consumption growth produces a near
non-identification in the GMM criterion function thatyields severely biased estimates and
misleading confidence intervals for the parameters ofinterest even in very large samples.
Also, the overrejection problem in GMM tests ofmodel restrictions is far worse than
previously thought, significantly overrejecting the model even with 8,000 observations
for threeoffourestimators considered. The estimation-free tests ofoveridentifying
4restrictions advocatedby Kocherlakota (1990) may also have very poorfinite sample
properties, even worse thanequivalent GMM estimators in some cases. Finally, the
small sample properties oftwo-stage GMM are found to be better than those of multi-
stage GMM in this environment.
2. THE SIMULATED ECONOMY
2.1 The Utility Function
The Kandel and Stambaugh (1990) model is based on that ofLucas (1978) who
posited an infinitely lived, representative agentwho maximizes expected time-additive
utility, ofthe constantrelativerisk aversionclass, subject to a budget constraint. The
solution to this problem leads to the familiar Eulerequation for eachasset
p+d c
13 E~[( t+1 t+1 - 1 = 0 (1) Pt
The parameter a is the coefficient ofrelative risk aversion;it measures the
curvature oftheutility function, the agent’s tolerance forrisk and the desire to
intertemporally smooth consumption. The standard assumption ofconstant relative risk
aversion ensures the equilibrium return process is stationary.
52.2 ConsumptionGrowth
Aggregate consumption in each period is equal to aggregate output eachperiod.
The innovation in Kandeland Stambaugh’s version ofthis model is that the distribution
ofconsumption growth is continuous. The parameters depend on the state ofnature
which evolves according to a finite dimension, ergodic Markov process: ln(C~+1/C~) is
normally distributed with mean ~ and variance o2~÷~, which are functions ofthe state of
nature at time t.
2.3 The Asset Prices
The state ofnature and consumption growthdetermine asset prices (hence asset
returns) foreachperiod through theEulerequation. Kandel and Stambaugh consider
threetypes ofassets: a riskfree bond, a share ofaggregate wealth, and a share oflevered
equity. The payoffon theriskfree asset is one unit oftheconsumption good. The payoff
to one share of aggregatewealthis a claim to all consumption in perpetuity. Levered
equity is a share of aggregatewealth minus a claim on a risky bond. The Eulerequation
permits closed-form solutions for all three asset returns. The appendix provides more
detailedinformation aboutthe model economy, including thesolutions to theasset
pricingequations. They are also discussedmore extensively in Mehra and Prescott
(1985) and Kandeland Stambaugh (1988).
62.4 Calibrating the Model
Kandel and Stambaugh chose theparameters oftheirmodel economy in order to
match the first two moments ofconsumption growth, the value-weightedNew York
Stock Exchange returns and the expected T-bill return from quarterly U.S. data. The
parameter values were 13 = .9973, a = 55, and 0 = .478.2
The value ofa = 55 seems extraordinarily high atfirst glance, but it is necessary
to produce thedesired equity premium and interest rate. Objectionsto such a high value
of a are usually predicated on theresults ofthought experiments (Kandel and Stambaugh,
1988). Forexample, a value ofa = 55 means that a personwith an income of$50,000
would pay $9,483 to avoid an evenbet of$10,000. The problem with these experiments
is theassumption ofconstant relative risk aversion. Given appropriate sizes ofa bet,
almost any level ofrisk aversion could seem plausible orimplausible. A value ofa = 2 is
usuallyconsideredreasonable, but it meansthat a personwith the same wealth would pay
only $1.25 to avoid an even betof $250. Aperson with a = 55 would pay a more
plausible $33.96 to avoidthe samebet. Kandel and Stambaugh argue the parameters
should be chosen to match the datarather than ex ante expectations aboutthe correct
values ofthe parameters.
2 The parameter 0 governs the terms ofthe payoffto levered equity; it is discussed
more fully in the appendix.
72.5 Results Using this Framework
Kandel and Stambaugh found that theirsimulated dataexhibited the skewness and
kurtosis typical ofreal consumption growth and asset returndata. In addition, they were
able to reproduce the “U” shaped pattern ofautocorrelation ofequity returns over return
horizons using the equilibrium model ofrationalbehavior described above. Thatis, the
returns exhibited low negative first-orderautocorrelation forreturns at short horizons,
more negative first-order autocorrelations at longer horizons and less negative first-order
autocorrelations for returns at longer horizons.
Using a similar model ofthe economy, Cecchetti, Lamand Mark (1990, p. 398)
point out that: “It is well known that serial correlation ofreturns does not in itself imply a
violation ofmarket efficiency. Nevertheless, thereis a tendency to conclude that
evidence ofmean reversion in stock prices constitutes a rejection ofequilibrium models
ofrationalasset pricing.” The rational asset pricing model constructed by Cecchetti,
Lamand Mark (1990) produces datawhose returns arenegatively serially correlated.
This illustrates that negative serialcorrelation in long-horizonstock returns “is consistent
with an equilibrium model ofasset pricing.”3
~Bonamo and Garcia (1994) arguethat the Kandel and Stambaugh (1990) and
Cecchetti, Lamand Mark (1990)results are due to an improperly calibrated model.
Nevertheless, thebasic environment is still ofconsiderableinterest.
83. THE GENERALIZED METHOD OF MOMENTS
AND ESTIMATION-FREE METHODS
3.1 GMM Estimation
Intuitively, the ideabehind GMM is to take a quadratic function oforthogonality
conditions implied by a model and find parametervalues which make sample
counterparts ofthe orthogonality conditions close to zero, according to some optimal
metric.4 In this case, the orthogonality conditions are those implied by the Euler
equation:
E~1f(R~,A~,~t)} = E~1{(p.)~*R - 1)*Z~]= 0 (2)
where ‘t = { a, 13 } denotes thevectorof parameters ofinterest, 7t*the true values of
those parameters, A~ is consumption growth attime t, R~ is an N-vectorofgross returns,
Z~ is a K-vectorofinstruments and “*“ denotes elementby elementmultiplication. In
practice the instruments used aregenerally lagged values ofR, ?~ and a constant.
Define thefunction g~ to be theNK-vector ofmeans ofthe sample orthogonality
conditions
“See Hansen (1982) forthe original development ofGMM and Hansenand Singleton
(1982) foran application ofGMM to estimate and testasset pricing models.
9= f(R~,X~,it) (3)
Then the GMM chooses the parameters it to minimize a quadratic functionofthe sample
orthogonalityconditions
ft = argmin~g~(it)~W~g~(1t) (4)
where W is an NK by NK weighting matrix offull rank. The optimal weighting matrix
is theinverse ofthe variance-covariance matrix ofthe orthogonality conditions.
W= { E (f(R,A,it)~f(R,A,it)’) ~~i (5)
Ofcourse, (5) requires It to constructW, but W is usedto construct the criterion
function(4) that is minimized to find an estimate ofit. Inpractice, we startby using an
arbitrary matrix in (4), suchas the identitymatrix, to produce a consistent estimate ~ of
it~which can then be usedin (5) to produce a consistent estimatorofW~, WT. With the
consistent estimator WT, we can get an estimate ofic~ that is both consistent and
asymptoticallyefficient in its class. Thatestimator, known as the two-stage GMM
estimator is
= argmin ~ (6)
By repeatedly iteratingover (4), (5) and (6) until the weighting matrix stops
changing, we implement multi-stage GMM. Both two-stage and multi-stage GMM
estimation areused in this paper.
103.2 Test ofOveridentifying Restrictions
Hansen showed that under the null hypothesis that the model is true, the J-statistic
given by
= T [g~(ft*)/.W~(ft*).g~(ft~)] (7)
has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with NK - 2 degrees of freedom. The intuition
behindthe J-statistic is that if the model fits thedata well,the sample counterparts ofthe
orthogonality conditions canbe made close to zero, the J-statistic willbe small and we
will be unable to reject the null hypothesis that the model is correct.
3.3 The Estimation-Free TestofOveridentifying Restrictions
Ifthe model was correctly specified, then, under some regularity conditions on the
pricingerrors, the estimation-free statistic
JT(Ito) = T~[g~(ItØ)’.W0(It0)~g~(It0)I (8)
would be asymptotically distributed as a chi-square randomvariable with NK degrees of
freedom for the true parameter vector it0.
An estimation-free test ofthe model based on this statistic is performed by
selecting a parameter specification, a priori, and comparing theresulting statistic (8) with
the chi-square distribution with NK degrees offreedom. The distributionof this test
statistic differs from that ofthe statisticproduced by the GMM procedurebecause
11parameterestimation pins down two orthogonality conditions to be degenerate random
variables.
4. RESULTS USINGDATA FROM THE REAL WORLD
Hansen and Singleton (1982) test the overidentifyingrestrictions implied by the
representative agent asset pricing model using monthly consumption and returns data.
Formany ofthe combinations ofinstrument sets and asset returns they studied, they were
able to reject the null hypothesis that the model was true. Because the GMM does not
require a complete specification ofthe economy, this rejectedthe Kandel and Stambaugh
model ofthe data generatingprocess.
To facilitate the comparisonto theKandel and Stambaugh model economy which
is calibrated forquarterly data, the null hypothesis wasretested using two-stage and
multi-stage GMM on quarterly data. The datawere constructed from T-bill, consumption
(nondurables and services)and population numbers taken from FederalReserve data
bases. Value-weighted New York stock exchange datawere obtained from the Centerfor
Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) tapes. Nominal returns were converted to real
returns using the implicit consumption deflator. The dataran from 1959:1 to 1989:4,
providing 120 quarterly observations.
Table 1 describes the six combinations ofinstrument sets and returns usedon the
quarterly datafrom the real world. The results from thesecombinations are shown in
12Table 2. The initial values forthe coefficients were those ofthe hypothesized model
economy, 13 = .9973 1 and a = 55.
Consistent with Tauchen (1986) and Kocherlakota(1990), the point estimates of a
and 13 are quite sensitive to the choice of asset and/or instrument sets. The i-statistics
frequently reject the model, particularly forthose combinationsthat included T-bill
returns. These results are consistent with those ofHansen and Singleton (1982), who
applied GMM to monthly data.
5. GMM MONTE CARLO RESULTS FROM THE MODEL ECONOMY
5.1 Estimators
To determine theproperties ofGMM in the Kandel and Stambaugh environment,
1,600 samples of90, 200, 500, 2,000, and 8,000 observations were drawn from the
Kandel and Stambaugh representative agent model economy and the model wasestimated
by fourGMM estimators on the simulated data. The estimators are distinguished by the
asset returns and instrument set they useand by thenumber ofiterations over the
weighting matrix they permit. Table 3 describes theestimators used on simulated data.
The first pair ofestimators (TS 1 and MS 1) usedonly the riskless bond as an asset return,
and a constant, lagged consumption growth and the laggedreturn on the riskless bond as
instruments. The second set oftwo estimators (T52 and M52) usedthe riskfreebond, a
share ofaggregate wealth and a share oflevered equity as the asset returns, and a
13constant, lagged consumption growth and all lagged asset returns as theinstruments.
TS 1 and TS2 usedtwo-stage GMM; MS 1 and MS2 usedmulti-stage GMM.
A maximum of75 iterations over the weighting matrix was permitted for the
multi-stage GMM estimators. This constraint was not often bindingfor datasets ofmore
than 90 observations. Also,a maximum of200 iterations to numerically minimize the
quadratic (equation (6)) was permitted. For all estimations, the starting values were the
values ofthe parameters ofthe model economy, 13=.99731 and a= 55.
5.2 Small Sample Results
The results fora sample sizeof90 observations are displayedin Table 4. The
most prominent resultconfirms the finding ofKocherlakotathat GMM is unreliable and
there is a strong tendency fortests ofrestrictions from all estimators to “overreject” the
model. Examining the lastcolumns ofTable 4, the actual rejectionrates forthetest of
overidentifying restrictions are far higher in every case than the corresponding nominal
size. In the case ofestimatorMS2, forexample, theactual rejectionrate is greater than
49 percent at a nominal 5 percent size.5 The overrejection is far stronger than that found
by Kocherlakota (1990), whose maximum rejectionrate for any estimator was 28 percent
with 90 observations. Tworeasons forthe strong overrejectionswill be considered: poor
~The maximumrejection rateof 61 percent was actually observed forthe samples
with 200 observations.
14estimation ofthe parameters and the skewed and kurtotic distribution ofthepricing
errors.
Kocherlakota(1990) argued that the overrejection he found in his environment
was due to poorestimation ofthe parameters. This proves to be an even greater problem
in the Kandel and Stambaugh environment than itwas in the Mehra and Prescott
environment. The estimates fora are strongly biased downwards and but those of 13 are
biased upwards; theconfidence intervals forboth parameters are highlymisleading. The
nominal 95 percent confidence intervals for a estimates coverthe truevalue ofa only
14.3 to 26.7 percent ofthe time. The coverage for the 13 confidence interval estimates are
also poor, but not uniformly so, ranging from 3 1.1-92.8 percent. In contrast,the worst
confidence interval performance found in Kocherlakota’s environmentwas 41 percent for
13 and 47 percent for a. The results from this environment suggest GMM estimates of
relativerisk aversion will tend to grossly understate truerisk aversion and confidence
intervals will be far more misleading than previouslythought.
Figure 1 illustrates thefrequencies ofthe estimates ofthe pairs ofparameters for
the MS 1 estimatorfordata sets ofvarious lengths. The shape ofthe threedimensional
histograms suggests a strong nonlinear relation betweenthe parameter estimators. To
investigatethis relationship, numerical integrationwas used to construct thenegative of
the log ofa simplifiedcriterion function and its contourplotforthe riskfree asset and the
return to aggregate wealth. Figure 2 displays this function, that confirms the existence of
15a very strong nonlinear (“U-shaped”) relationbetweenthe GMM parameter estimates in
this environment.6
Investigation ofthe criterion function shows that the continuous distributionof
consumption growth in the Kandel and Stambaugh environment is the culprit that
generates the “U-shaped ridge.” To see this, considerthe simple criterion functionin
which we treat 13 and the return on the asset as constants for tractability.
CF~= 132.(E (CG~))2.R2
- ~ + 1 (9)
Recalling that consumption growth is lognormally distributed, using the moment
generating function ofa normal distribution and differentiating with respectto a, we get




In general, thefirst termin the expression will have morethan one value ofa that sets it
equal to zero and those valueswill depend on the value of 13. Forinstance, assuming ~t =
.0049, a = .0128, 13 = .9973 1 and R~ = 1.025, botha 4.74 and a = 55 will set the first
termon the right hand side ofequation (10)to zero. The third termprovides another
6 Figure 2 was constructed by numerical integrationofthe criterion function implied
by the pricing errors ofthe riskless return and thereturn to aggregate wealth. The identity
matrix was used asthe weighting matrix. Alternatively, similar figures could be
constructed using very large samples ofsimulated datawith any ofthe estimators.
16turning point; it is set to zero ifa = ~j/~2 29. Ifthe variance ofconsumption growth
were zero - that is, ifitwere discrete valued as in the Mehra and Prescottenvironment
studiedby Tauchen (1986) and Kocherlakota (1990) - the expectation ofconsumption
growthin equation (9) would be a constant and the derivativewith respectto a wouldbe
3CF = 2~13R~(p.R~CG~- 1)~(-lnCG)CG~ (11)
For a given value of 13, there is only one value ofa which sets (11) equal to zero and
hence there is no “U-shaped ridge” in the Mehra and Prescott criterion function. There is,
however, a moreconventional straight ridge in this case.
Although theparameterestimates arebiased and subject to near non-
identification,it is not clear to what extent theparameter estimation is causingthe
overrejection. The useof estimation-free methods will shedmore light on this issue.
The second factor in the overrejectionsmay be the distributions ofthe pricing
errors (the orthogonality conditions impliedby equation (3)) which are highly skewed and
kurtotic. (See Kocherlakota(1993) fora discussion ofkurtosis in tests ofasset pricing
models.) Ifthe pricing errors arekurtotic, the central limit theorem on which theJ-
statistic implicitlyrelies will not be a good approximation in small samples, therewill be
too many outliers and thestatistic will tend to overreject.
In the simulated data, skewness and kurtosis are prominent features. Forexample,
the coefficients ofskewness and kurtosis constructed by numericalintegration ofthe
pricing error associated with theriskfree asset are approximately -3 and 21 respectively.
17In contrast, thecoefficients ofskewness and kurtosis for a normal distribution are 0 and 3
respectively. The distribution ofthe pricingerror impliedby theriskfree asset is shown
in Figure 3. Skewness and excess kurtosis are also prominent features ofpricing errors
in real dataand couldbe contributing to rejections in the real data.
5.3 Small to Large Sample Results
Table 5 shows that the true sizes ofGMM tests of overidentifyingrestrictions,
median pointestimates and confidence intervals for a (the coefficient ofrisk aversion)
slowly convergeto theirasymptotic propertiesas the sample sizeincreases. Disturbingly,
rejectionrates and thepoint estimates of and confidence intervals for 13 remain poor even
with very largesamples. In fact, thecoverage rates for 13 can actuallybecome poorer as
the sample size increases. Examination ofthe contourmap ofthe criterion function in
Figure 2 exposes the source ofthe problem, however. As the sample size increases and
the mediana estimatesconverge on theirtrue value of55, the 13 estimates actuallymove
along theU-shaped ridge away from the true value of 13. Theproperties ofthetest of
restrictions also do not move monotonically toward theirasymptotic properties.
Kocherlakota(1990) noted that forsome ofhis estimators, thereis a trade-offbetween
parameter estimation and the performance oftheJ-statistics. This seems to be the case in
the Kandel and Stambaugh environment too, asreductions in therejection rates may be
accompanied by poorer confidence interval properties forthe discount factor.
185.4 Two-Stage Versus Multi-Stage GMM
Forboth estimators and all samples sizes, thetwo-stage procedure has better
properties in terms ofthe tests ofoveridentifying restrictions and parameter estimates
than the multi-stage procedure. This contradicts work referredto in Kocherlakota (1990).
5.5 First Versus Second Estimators
The two estimators usedin the Monte Carlo experiments were chosen to mimic a
cross section ofthe estimators that provided strong rejections in the real data. The first
estimators (TS 1 and MS1) with only the riskless return and the smaller instrument set
rejected less oftenin small samples,in contrastto real data. The second set ofestimators
(T52 and M52), that had all three asset returns and a largerinstrument set, dominated the
first set both with respectto correct sizeand coverage ofthe confidenceintervals around
parameter estimatesas sample size increased. The two-stage procedure with the second
estimator (TS2) has thebest GMM performance in termsof rejectionrates and estimates
ofthe parameters.
Corroborating findings of Tauchen (1986) and Kocherlakota(1990), larger
instrument sets make the estimation more imprecise; overrejection ofthe model is more
likely forthe second two estimators (TS2 and MS2) that use more information.
196. ESTIMATION-FREE MONTE CARLO RESULTS
To combat estimation problems influencing the test ofoveridentifying restrictions,
Kocherlakota (1990)recommends the Hansen-Jagannathan (1989) estimation-free
method to test restrictions implied by the model. Hansen and iagannathan (1989) suggest
treating eachparameter specification as a different model and testing whethereach
specification ofinterest fits the datawell. That is, a particular parameter set is chosen and
the estimation-free i-statistic (8) is constructed from the orthogonality conditions implied
by the dataand the chosen parametervalues. Becausethe parameters are chosen apriori,
the test statistic is distributed asa chi-squarerandomvariable with NK degrees of
freedom.
For eachof theestimators, 1,600 random sampleof various sizes were drawn
and the estimation-free i-statistics were constructed with thetrue parameter values for
various combinations ofassets and instruments. Table 6 describes the estimators
(combinations oforthogonality conditions) that were used in the investigation. The first
estimator consisted oftherisk-free return with a constant and lagged values of
consumption growth and the risk-freereturn. The second estimatorused all threeasset
returns with a constant and lagged values ofconsumption growthand the asset returns.
Thethird estimator usedthe risk-free return with all instruments. The fourth and fifth
estimator usedcombinations ofasset returns with only a constantas an instrument.
20Table 7 shows that the rejection rates from estimation-free tests of overidentifying
restrictions greatly exceeded nominal sizes for all the estimators in moderately sized
samples. Once again, larger instrument sets exacerbate theoverrejection problem, but
statistically significant levels ofoverrejection were observed for all theestimators. The
overrejection problem in this environment appears to be much more severe than that
examined by Kocherlakota (1990). In fact, the largest probability of rejection at a
nominal 5 percent size observed by Kocherlakota was 10 percent, whereas estimator EF2
rejects 31 percent ofthe time at 5 percent size. This is still much less than an equivalent
GMM estimator, MS2, which rejects 49 percent but it is more than the equivalent GMM
estimator, TS2, which only rejects 24 percent of the time.7 Kocherlakota’s prescriptive
comment on GMM (p. 303), “The distribution of the i-statistic associated with this
[estimation-free] procedure is more likely [than the GMM statistic] to be approximately
chi-squared” is not generally true.
Figure 4 illustrates the overrejection problems and the convergenceofthe
estimation-free test statistics to their asymptotic properties with the order statistics ofthe
p-values from the observed i-statistics produced by estimator EF2, which uses all three
asset returns and all five instruments. Ifthe estimation-free i-statisticsare truly chi-
~AGMM estimator is said to be “equivalent” to an estimation-free method if they use
the same combination oforthogonality conditions. Hence, estimation-free estimator EF1
is equivalent to TS 1 and MS 1 while EF2 is equivalentto TS2 and M52.
21square NK, the order statistics from their p-values should lie on the 45 degreeline, P-
values under the forty-fivedegree line indicate overrejection while the p-values that lie
above the forty-five degree evidence underrejection. Although the asymptotic behavior
is not aspoor as that obtained using multi-stage GMM, there is a strong tendency to
overreject in moderate sample sizes. Partly confirming the findings of Kocherlakota,
estimation oftheparameters does exacerbate the problemofsevere overrejections in
small samples.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Kandel and Stambaugh (1990) and Cecchetti, Lam and Mark (1990) have created
models of the financial economy that illustrate some valuable lessons about the type of
dataconsistent with rational asset pricing models. This paperhas extended the literature
on tests ofasset pricingmodels by investigating the propertiesofGMM and
estimation-free methods in such an environment. Confirming the results ofKocherlakota
(1990), GMM procedures overrejectthe model and provide poor estimates ofthe
parameters ofinterest. This work reveals that results from previous studies are
incomplete and misleading in three ways. First, there is a near non-identification in the
criterion function that induces very severe bias in estimates of the coefficient of relative
risk aversionand misleading parameterconfidence intervals even forvery large samples.
This nearnon-identification was not discovered in earlier studies because the authors
22used a discrete ratherthan a continuous consumption growth specification. Second, the
overrejection problem in GMM tests ofmodel restrictions can be far worse than
previously thought, more than 60 percent forone multi-stage estimator at a nominal 5
percent size. Finally, the estimation-free methods advocatedby Kocherlakota(1990) may
also have very poorfinite sample properties, worsethan those oftwo-stage GMM
estimates forsome estimators. The strong tendency to overrejectthe true model means
that we should view therejections of suchmodels with real datawith circumspection.
The nearnon-identification in the GMM criterion function produces a U-shaped
ridge in the criterion function that leads to poor parameter estimation, including
significantly biased estimates fora, consistent with Kocherlakota’s results. Such bias
supports Kandel and Stambaugh’s claimthat it is reasonable to contemplate a value ofthe
coefficient ofrelative risk aversion that is substantially higher than commonly considered.
In addition, because ofthepeculiar shape ofthe criterion function, the confidence
intervals fortheparameters remain misleading even at very largesample sizes.
Poor parameterestimation is not the whole story behindthe overrejectionsofthe
model, as examination ofthe Hansenand iagannathan estimation-free i-statistics show.
Even with the true parametervalues, the i-statistic still tends to overreject the model in
small samples. Contrary to Kocherlakota’s findings, however, some estimation-free J-
statistics may be moreprone to overrejection than theirtwo-stage GMM counterparts.
The overrejections ofthe model from the estimation-free methods must be causedby the
23skewness and kurtosis of thepricing error data. This feature ofthe simulated data is
shared by datafrom the real world.
24APPENDIX A: THE KANDEL AND STAMBAUGH MODEL ECONOMY
A. 1 The Utility Function
The agent chooses consumption and a portfolio ofN assets in eachperiod to
solve:
(1-a) 1
max~E ( ~ 13t~t.C~ (1) (1-a)
where 0 < 13 < 1 and 0< a <co. The agent is subjectto a budgetconstraint at time t:
c~+ p’q~ p~’q~1
+ w~ (2)
where Pt’ d~ and q~ areN-vector vectors ofasset prices, dividends paid and asset quantities
held at time t. w~ is labor income attime t. Maximization of(1) subject to (2) produces
the following first-order necessary condition foreach asset
1 = 13 E~[ (Pt+l d1~1
).(~)-a] (3)
A.2 ConsumptionGrowth
Aggregate consumption in eachperiod is equal to aggregate output eachperiod.
Denote consumption growthin period tb yA,. The state ofnatureevolves according to a
Markov processthat determinesthe parameters ofthe continuous distribution of
25consumption growth. Thatis, ln(A,) is normally distributed with meanR and variance ~2,,
where ji~and a, are a function ofthe state ofnature attime t. There are sdiscrete states
ofnature which evolve according to a finite dimension, ergodic Markovchain. The
transition matrix for the stateofnature is denotedby phi (4).
Table A. 1 - Markov Transition Probability Matrix forthe State ofNature
State 1 2 34
1 .845 J13 .042 .000
2 .107 .750 .054 .089
3 .067 .067 .800 .067
4 .026 .079 .105 .789







Ineach period, the state ofnature is chosen by a Markov process,then the
realization ofconsumption growth forthat period is drawn from the appropriate
distribution (dependent on the realizedvalue forthe state). The state ofnature and
consumption growth determine asset prices (hence asset returns) forthat period.
26A.3 The Asset Prices
The asset prices in each period aregiven by functions ofthe state ofnature and
consumption growth. The infinitefuture discounted stream ofasset dividends depend
only on the current state and current consumption. Therefore, a sufficient statistic forthe
state ofthe economyin any period is thepair (c,i),where c is the consumption in the
period and i indexesthe stateofnature.
Kandel and Stambaughconsider three types ofassets, a riskfreebond, a share of
aggregate wealth, and a share oflevered equity. Levered equity is a share ofaggregate
wealthminus a claim on a risky bond. To derive closed-form solutions forasset returns,
one uses the property that the price ofan asset is equal to the presentvalue ofthe
expected discountedfuture dividend stream and the Eulerequation (3). The solutions to
the asset pricingequationspresentedbelow arediscussedextensively in Mehra and
Prescott(1985) and Kandel and Stambaugh (1988). They will be presented below with
minimal explanation.
The payoffon the riskfree asset is one unit ofthe consumption good. Substituting
this in equation (3) for Pt+i + d,÷1and using the property ofthe Markov transition matrix
forthestate ofnature. It maybe shown that the gross return on the riskfreeasset when
the economygoes from state i to statej is given by
27R~= 1 = 1
13E 4~.E[A(i)_a1 13’E[A(i)~”)I (4)
where ~ denotes the ith row,jth column ofthe Markov transition matrix forthe states.
A(i) is consumption growth ifthe state ofnature is i.
The payoffto one share ofaggregatewealthis, ofcourse, a claimto all
consumption in perpetuity. Using the same sort ofreasoning usedto derive theriskfree




where w~ is the ithelementofthe s vector w given by
w = (I - H)~H1~ (6)
In equation (6),H is an s x s matrix with (i,j)th element
= 13.~.E[A(i)l-a ] (7)
and i~ is an sx 1 vectorofones.
Levered equity is an asset consisting ofa share ofaggregate wealth net ofa risky
bond. That is, the holder ofa share oflevered equity has sold a bond to purchase a share
28ofaggregate wealth and will pay offaccording to therealization ofthe return to aggregate
wealth. The payoffon a risky bond bought attime t is a fraction (0)of aggregate wealth
at time t+1 ifaggregate wealth at time t+1 is greater than orequal to 0 times the valueof
aggregate wealthattime t. Ifaggregate wealth attime t+1 is less than 0 times the value
ofaggregate wealth at time t, thenthe risky bond holderreceives all wealth attime t.
The return on levered equity is a complicatednonlinear functiondue to the nature ofits
risky payoff. Before defining the return on levered equity, first define the s x 1 vector
g = Y15 (8)
where the Y is the s x smatrix with (i,j)th element
= 13 . 4~.E[min[A(i)ltt.(1 + wi). A(~y”0•W~] 1 (9)
Then the gross return on levered equity maybe given by
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32Table 1: Model Descriptions for GMM Estimation on Real Data
Estimator Asset Returns InstrumentSet Maximum
Iterations
OverW
TR1 T-bill constant, CG1 & T-bill1 2
MR1 T-bill constant, CG1 & T-bilL1 75
TR2 VWNYSE constant, CG1 &
VWNYSE1
2






















TR1 120 1 -2.95 (0.71) 0.97 (0.00) 7.98 (0.00)
MR1 120 1 -2.94 (0.66) 0.97 (0.00) 8.70(0.00)
TR2 120 1 -4.35 (5.49) 0.95 (0.03) 2.89 (0.09)
MR2 120 1 -4.58 (4.85) 0.95 (0.03) 2.33 (0.13)
TR3 120 6 1.23 (20.87) 0.97 (0.12) 5.99 (0.42)
MR3 120 6 -2.68 (0.57) 0.97 (0.00) 16.12 (0.01)
Estimatordescriptions areprovided in Table 1.
34Table 3: Model Descriptions for GMM Estimation on Simulated Data
Estimator Asset Returns Instrument Set Maximum
Iterations
OverW
TS 1 Risk Free constant, CG1 &
Risk Free1
2
MS 1 Risk Free constant, CG1 &
Risk Free1
75
T52 Risk Free, constant, CQ1,Risk Free1
AggregateWealth AggregateWealth1 &































90 TSI 1 2.86 21.69 1.01 92.75 4.76 9.24 32.84 16.37 12.69 6.88
90 MS1 1 2.99 17 1.01 85.44 16.65 22.95 34.51 35.81 30.44 22.75
90 TS2 13 30.58 24.69 1.02 50.56 30.5 37.97 56.52 33.06 24.06 13.19
90 MS2 13 10.07 14.31 1.01 31.06 42.44 48.21 68.4 60.19 49.25 34.38
This table summarizes the results ofapplying GMM estimators, described in Table 3 to 1600 samples from the
Kandel/Stambaughmodel economy. The economyis described in Appendix A. Standarderrors for the model
rejection rates and confidence intervals are given by \/((p(i-p))Il600).

















200 TS1 1 5.45 27.13 1.02 87.38 19.63 14.56 9.19
500 TS1 1 10.89 37.75 1.03 70.81 20.50 15.06 9.75
2000 TS1 1 25.42 59.31 1.05 53.56 18.75 14.19 8.94
8000 TS1 1 40.78 78.81 1.04 61.75 13.44 8.31 3.75
200 MS1 1 5.52 18.81 1.02 77.25 39.75 34.44 27.69
500 MS1 1 10.91 29.37 1,03 56.88 37.75 31.94 25.19
2000 MS1 1 25.31 50.44 1.05 48.13 32.19 26.06 19.88
8000 MS1 1 40.84 73.94 1.05 59.00 22.50 18.00 10.94
200 TS2 13 37.01 31.81 1.03 54.56 33.44 23.56 11.69
500 TS2 13 40.98 48.56 1.04 59.38 20,31 13.44 5.44
2000 TS2 13 45.76 70.81 1.03 62.56 9.13 5.19 1.69
8000 TS2 13 51.58 86.06 1.01 81.44 8.25 4.06 0.69
200 MS2 13 7.89 15.19 1.01 29.44 68.06 60.75 48.50
500 MS2 13 14.89 20,38 1.02 26.44 60.00 53.75 43.50
2000 M52 13 42.20 52.69 1.04 46.63 31.38 23.19 13.63
8000 MS2 13 51.20 83.06 1.01 77.50 14.88 8.88 2.69
This table summarizes the results ofapplying GMM estimators, describedin Table 3 to 1600 samples from the
Kandel/Stambaugh model economy. The economy is described in Appendix A. Standarderrors for the model
rejection rates and confidence intervals are given by ~((p(1-p))~1 600).
37Table 6: Model Descriptions forEstimation Free Methods on Simulated Data
Estimator Asset Returns InstrumentSet
EF1 Risk Free constant,CG1 & Risk Free1
EF2 Risk Free, AggregateWealth
& Levered Equity
constant,CG1, Risk Free1 Aggregate
Wealth.1 & Levered Equity,1
EF3 Risk Free constant,CG1, Risk Free.1 Aggregate
Wealth1 & Levered Equity.1
EF4 Risk Free& AggregateWealth constant
EF5 Risk Free, Aggregate Wealth &
Levered Equity
constant
38Table 7: Properties ofthe Estimation-Free Methods
Model Rejection Rates at Nominal
Size of
Estimator Sample Size 10% 5% 1%
EF1 90 16,25 10.13 3.41
EF1 200 13.38 7,41 2.63
EF1 500 10.63 5.78 1.41
EF1 2000 10.84 5.59 1.13
EF1 8000 9.97 5.28 1.06
EF2 90 43.38 31.44 15.75
EF2 200 43.44 32.88 15.81
EF2 500 30.94 21.19 9.88
EF2 2000 20.19 12.62 5.31
EF2 8000 13.06 7.44 1.94
EF3 90 14.42 8.56 2.33
EF3 200 17.46 10.75 3.08
EF3 500 13.06 7.42 2.02
EF3 2000 11.96 6.90 1.65
EF3 8000 10.94 5.10 1.38
EF4 90 14.58 9.44 3.48
EF4 200 12.04 6.77 1.92
EF4 500 10.23 4.98 1.33
EF4 2000 10.54 5.21 1.21
EF4 8000 9.54 4.79 0.96
EF5 90 16.25 10.13 3.41
EF5 200 13.38 7.41 2.63
EF5 500 10.63 5.78 1.41
EF5 2000 10.84 5.59 1.13
EF5 8000 9.97 5.28 1.06
This table summarizes the results ofapplying estimation free methods, described in
Table 6 to 1600 samples from the Kandel/Stambaugh model economy. The economy
is describedin Appendix A. Stand~rderrors forthe model rejectionrates and
confidence intervals are given by V((p(1 -p))/1600).
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Figure 1: The frequencies oftheparameter estimates from estimator MS 1 on








I = 500 I = 2000
40Figure 2: The log ofthe negative criterion function and its contourplot shows
the “U-shaped” ridge creating the nonlinear relationshipbetweenthe parameter
estimates. The figure was constructed by numerical integrationofthe pricing
errors implied by the risk free bond and the return to aggregate wealth.
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Population Density of Pricing Errors
Figure 3: The population densityofthe pricing errors ofthe risk free asset
overlaid by a normal density ofthe same mean and variance to highlight the
skewness and kurtosis ofthe pricing error distribution. The distribution was
































Figure 4: Sorted p-values from the “true”i-statistics, from estimator EF2,
created from 1600 simulated data sets of length 90,200, 500, 2000 and 8000
observations. The i-statistics are constructed from the “true” parameter values
of the model economy. If the statistic is truly chi-square with NK degrees of
freedom, the sorted p-values should lie along the 45 degree line. The
horizontal lines at .05 and .1 may be used to findthe degree ofoverrejection
foreach sample size. For example, the actual rejection rate for a sample size of
90 observations ata 10 percent nominal size is approximately 33 percent.
43